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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the seventh edition of the
Checker Cab Facebook Group newsletter.
Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your
Checker please feel free to submit all
content to me at the email address on
the right side of this page.
So what’s in this issue? First off we have
a complete article about the largest
Checker ever produced by CMC, the
Aerobus 15.
Recently the leader of another club
claimed the our little group of over 630
fun loving Checker fans was: not a true
club.

Let’s prove him wrong, in this issue
we’re announcing three events to
enjoy your Checker in 2016. Best way
to prov’em wrong, come to the event.
We have a great article from our
Facebook friend Chris Boyd. A great
father and son story to inspire Checker
restorations.
Additionally you’ll find an article that
presents our archive. We sample the
documents not in thw world’s largest
Checker archive.
Please enjoy issue: volume 2 issue 2.
Next issue, we’ll showcase our
Chicago area event and present more
historical articles: part one of the John
Hertz story.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1957
Checkers
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The First True Checker
Many are familiar with the Checker Aerobus produced from
1961 through 1974, the Aerobus was essentially a Checker
wagon on steroids. Available in 6 and 8 door configuration
these mammoths shuttled passengers to and from airports
and hotels until the gas crisis of 1973 forced operators to
look for other more efficient options in moving people from
point A to point B.
In 1975-1976 Checker started to look into new options too,
the Aerobus being cancelled did not stop demand, many
operators looked to Checker to come up with a replacement
model. The second generation Aerobus was unofficially
called the Aerobus 15. The prototype looked like any other
post 1958 Checker and like the Aerobus, it had eight doors,
but there is a major difference from the first generation
Aerobus.
The Aerobus 15 was designed based off of a long wheel
base A12E platform, not a A12W wagon platform. From an
overall size perspective, the Aerobus 15 is slightly larger

Manthan the original Aerobus, but the extra foot in
length allowed for three additional passenger capacity
for the new Aerobus. The Aerobus 15 was technically
a more efficient vehicles from a passenger cost
standpoint, the new Aerobus could carry more
passengers with marginal impact on gas mileage.

The increase in passenger capacity was possible by utilizing
the long wheelbase sedan configuration. It allowed
Checker to add an extra row of jump seats. On the
downside, the use of the sedan based body did not have
the same cargo space as the wagon based Aerobus but
extra space could be leveraged by adding a wooden cargo
carrier on the roof.
The outward appearance is slightly different when
compared to other Checkers. The wheel openings front
and rear were modified to allow for truck type eight lug
wheels. On the inside floors and interior walls were also
modified to allow for the larger truck wheel clearance. As
always with Checker, the Areobus 15 was a specialty
vehicle as accordingly production numbers would be low,
sixty were produced for 1976 and 47 units were produced
for 1977, the last year of production.
Survival rates are presumed to be low as these vehicles
were put into commercial service. Today these monster
Checkers are highly sought after in the collector car and
limo market. The Aerobus 15 is the ultimate party wagon
with room for an entire wedding or tailgating party.

A Father and A Son Project by Chris Boyd
I want to share how I came about owning my first
Checker 5 months ago. I have a 13 yo son, and my wife
and I had a casual discussion about needing to get him
a car in a couple years. He’s a real car nut. In particular,
he loves old big cars. You could put a Porsche 911 turbo
S next to any old big car, and he’ll take the old car every
time.
While talking to my wife, I mentioned that at one time
one of my old Aggie buddies owned a monster old
Checker. He had bought it right after we got out of
college in late 80’s, and on a couple of occasions we
rode around Dallas on a Sat. night really believing we
might pick up some chicks in this thing.

Fast forward to November 2015. So I told my wife that our
son would love a Checker, and that was confirmed by looking
at pics of them online (probably some of y’alls). The next day
I called my buddy who lived about 4 hours away, and asked
him if he still had that Checker. Unbelievably, he said it was
sitting in his backyard, and had been sitting undriven since
the early 90’s.

I asked him if he’d have any interest in selling it. After a
long pause, he said let me think about it. I figured I’d get
a no answer. I’d known this guy for 30 years, but he is
what you’d call a bit eccentric

A wonderful human being, but most would describe as odd. He loved
this car, and that’s the reason he held onto it for all these years.
Here’s the golden part. The next day he called me and said I have a
proposal for you. I’m in failing health, and there is no way I can restore
the car. I hate to see it waste away. So, my friend, if you will promise to
restore it, I want to just give it to you. No one was around to see the look
on my face. I told him I would restore it, and we would cherish it as a part
of our family
So, between work, kids sports and activities, and life in general, I’m
making slow progress in restoring it in my garage. That’s the story of how
I became a Checkerhead. One of my favorite pics is my 13 year old son
steering as we winched it onto the trailer to bring home.
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The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used
Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi,
Marathon, Superba and
Aerobus

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

More Details on the Upcoming Checker
2016 Convention, August 12-14th
uburn, Indiana is one of the most historic automotive towns in
the US and in 2016 the Checker Cab Club Convention will visit
this great city. Checkers are from Kalamazoo, why is the group
going to Auburn? Auburn presents two great Checker related
activities.
First, the Auburn Cord Duesenberg Museum presents some
great opportunities for Checker fans. The Art Deco museum is
stunning and is a time capsule capturing the glamor and
elegance of the former administrative offices and company
showroom. Checker Cab Club members will be able tour the full
museum accompanied by ACD automotive historians and walk
the halls of Checker’s one time parent company ACD.
A walk down the center showroom staircase will generate
goosebumps. Visitors will be able to view the ACD’s 1933
Checker Model T and Checker X braced frame designer Herbert
Snow’s ACD office. More importantly visitors will see the largest
collection of Auburns, Cords and Duesenbergs in the world.

Second, Facebook Checker Cab Group Club members will also tour the National Auto and Truck Museum. Why the
National Truck and Automobile Museum? Well known Checker collector and friend Bob Welsh donated his six Checker
automobiles to the National Automotive and Truck Museum in 2012. A full line of vintage Checkers will be on displays,
in addition to the ACD Model Y, the recently restored 1950 Checker A4 will make its first public display since
restoration.
In addition to the museum tours and shows participants will have the opportunity to socialize over meals and other
fun events. This is essentially a free event, the budget minded Checker fan can come to this event and display their
Checker from Friday through Sunday at the ACD’s new display center for free, no charge, park and hang out all
weekend long and pay nothing!

That said for more Checker fun we have set up some activities that require payment, meals and tours. We have a dinner
scheduled at the ACD in the Duesenberg Room at 6 PM on Friday the 12th , the fee for the dinner is $15.00. If you want
to participate in one of the guided tours at the ACD on Friday and Saturday, there will be an additional fee of
$15.00. Total cost for all activities at ACD $30.00 for both dinner and a tour. The buffet will be Italian themed.
At the National Truck & Auto Museum, we’ll have a Dutch themed dinner at 6 PM, fee for the dinner will be $14.00 and
dinner we’ll give you access to the museum and the various guided tours at NATMUS. That’s it from a fee perspective.
Additionally at the NATMUS, we’ll have a flea market in the back of the museum, so please bring your Checker
parts. You’ll also be able to park and photograph your Checker in front of the vintage Gulf gas station! More details to
follow.

Confirmed Checkers that
will be at the event and
the Gulf Station

Bottom line if you engage in all activities, total cost is $44.00 per person or free if you just want to park your Checker
and hang out. Please email me: Joe Fay at Drivermatica8@yahoo.com if you want to secure dinners or tours. In
terms of other costs: there are none, we will not be running any auctions, raffles or any other activity that appears
to be panhandling for money, no trophies, no egos, no my Checker is better than yours events. No contests or
awards, just the fun of hanging out with fellow Checker owners and seeing perhaps the finest collections of
Checkers, Duesenberg, Auburns and Cords in the world.

In terms of hotels, we are not utilizing a host hotel, the goal is to keep Checker fans at the event as opposed to
sitting in hotel rooms. We have identified six budget minded hotels, all within two miles of the events. Please call
ASAP to secure a room.

Other Checker Events in 2016

For 52 years, Das Awkscht Fescht has been a summer tradition for all ages. Offering three
fun-packed days in the great outdoors, it's a perfect way for families to celebrate summer.
This year, we celebrate our 53rd Annual Fescht, so come cruisin' through 42 acres of fun at
the Fescht - and enjoy the great things classic summers are made of. Admission Includes
all events, shows, and entertainment.

45 Research
clock Drive,
Haverhill, MA 01832

Saturday, May 14 at
10:30 AM in CDT

HOURS: Gates open at 6:00am for walk-in visitors. Show cars enter the fields after
7:30am. Flea market goes through dusk, and arts & crafts vendors are open until 9pm.
Entertainment goes until 10:30pm on Fri and Sat, and until 4:30pm on Sun. FIREWORKS
are on Saturday night at 9:30pm
ADMISSION: $8 for adults, $3 for a...ge 15 and under. Stop by our information booth once
inside the park for a discounted NEXT DAY pass.

Joint tour with the Studebaker Drivers Club Ocean Bay
Chapter and The Checker Cab Club. Our sincere thanks
to Jaime Cardillo and Steve Contarino at Checker Motor
Cars for setting up this tour

Information hotline: 610-967-2317
For more information, mail requests to:
Das Awkscht Fescht
P.O. Box 193
Macungie, PA 18062
info@awkscht.com

The Free Checker Car Club Archive Library
It’s been about a year since the Checker Cab Club expanded its place in the collector car hobby beyond just a
Facebook group. This club has one single goal, to help Checker owners keep their Checkers on the road.
There are no goals to increase a club bank account. There are no specific goals to increase the value of Checkers,
this group sees the Checker for what it was designed to be “a working man’s car”. Obscure, we as owners are
often looked down upon by the other car collectors fans or other Checker clubs. Checkers as a whole are not fast,
not pretty and dare we say not sexy. The Checker is an honest car and just the best darn taxi ever made.
Checkers owners represent a broad group of owners. They can be found in various socio economic groups: rich,
middle class and poor. Despite the broad range, many Checker owners appear to be budget minded. For this
reason, the Checker Cab Club has a strong desire to provide free services to the Checker owner
For the reasons above this club strives to get Checker content to owners for free. This past year investments
were made to build the free Checker Cab Club archive library. A library that any Checker fan or automotive
historian could have access to for free.
Creating a free archive or library is challenging, as other clubs have sought to charge access to Checker content.
Additionally Checker vendors want to sell content. The majority of the content is largely in the public domain.
Copyright material is also fair game as documents and copyrighted material in the archive section of the
archive are retained under the rights granted by The US Copyright Act of 1976, used primarily for: research,
teaching, library archiving as defined by the “Fair Use” doctrine.

So what’s in the archive? Virtually every
Checker manual ever produced. The majority of
Checker brochures and various club
newsletters. We are constantly expanding the
archive and will continue to scan and load
thousands of pages.
The current archive is made of documents
procured legally from Checker fans or other
clubs, then they are loaded by our own group
of volunteers. We are currently in the process of
scanning more documents. Documents span a
period of 1921 through 2015, al of the
documents are in a PDF format and can be
loaded with a simple file save command. Let’s
take a look,
1962 was the biggest sales years for Checker,
let’s take a look at a representative sample of
archive documents currently available. Within
the 1962 sections we have an extensive
inventory of Service Bulletins, Parts Manuals
and Brochures

Service Bulletins
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Body
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Brakes
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Chassis
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Cooling
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Decalmania
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Electrical
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Engines
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Fuel System
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Interchangabilt
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Introduction
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Lubrication
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Maintenance
Engines
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Rear Axle
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Transmission
Checker Model A9 & A10 Service Bulletin 1962 Tune-up

Brochures
1962 Checker 40th Anniversary Brochure
1962 Checker 40th Anniversary Foldout Brochure
1962 Checker Feeling Guilty Flyer
1962 Checker Foldout Sales Binder-Inside bottom
pocket 2
1962 Checker Foldout Sales Binder-Inside bottom
pocket
1962 Checker Magazine Article Reprint Brochure
1962 Checker Settelen Basel Switzerland Brochure
1962 Checker Taxi Foldout Brochure
1962 Checker Town Custom Limo Brochure

Manuals
1962 Model A9 & A10 Automatic Transmission
Manual Owners Manual
1965 was a transitionary year for Checker having
moved away from Continental engines and
switch over to General motors. The archive
contains the transitionary manuals that cover
64-65-66.

1965 Engine-Transmission – Engine Electronic (Aerobus 318 V-8)
1965 Engine-Transmission – Engine Electronics (Aerobus 318 V-8)
1965 Engine-Transmission – Engine Electronics (283 V-8)
1965 Engine-Transmission – Engine Electronics (283 V-8)
1965 Engine-Transmission – Engine Electronics 230 6 Cyl
1965 Engine-Transmission – Engine Electronics (2306 Cyl)
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 2 Front Suspension
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 3 Rear Suspension
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 4 Rear Axle
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 5 Brakes
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 6 Hub, Drum and Wheel
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 7 Steering
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 8 Shift Selector And Steering Wheel
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 1 Transmission Standard
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 9 Cooling & Heating
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 11 Clutch
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 13 Propeller Shaft
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 14 Fuel System
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 15 Exhaust System
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 16 Electrical
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 26 Front Exterior
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 27 Side Exterior
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 28 Rear Exterior
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 29 Interior
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 30 Electrical
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 32 Accessories
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 10 Engine
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Group 1 Frame
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Lubrication
1965 Checker Model A11 A12 A11L A12L A12W Shop Manual Table Of Contents

1972 was another major year for CMC, new manuals were published
to representing a period of new emission standards. The archive
contains all the important documents.
Manual A11 & A12 Index
Manual A11 & A12 Group 1 Frame
Manual A11 & A12 Group 2 Front Suspension
Manual A11 & A12 Group 3 Rear Spring
Manual A11 & A12 Group 4 Rear Axle Assembly
Manual A11 & A12 Group 5 Brakes
Manual A11 & A12 Group 6 Hub Drum – Wheel
Manual A11 & A12 Group 7 Steering
Manual A11 & A12 Group 8 Shift Selector and Steering Wheel
Manual A11 & A12 Group 9 Cooling & Heating
Manual A11 & A12 Group 10 Engine
Manual A11 & A12 Group 11 Clutch011
Manual A11 & A12 Group 12 Transmission
Manual A11 & A12 Group 13 Propeller Shaft
Manual A11 & A12 Group 14 Fuel System
Manual A11 & A12 Group 15 Exhaust
Manual A11 & A12 Group 16 Electrical Chassis
Manual A11 & A12 Group 17 Oil Filter
Manual A11 & A12 Group 25 Body Framing and Mounting
Manual A11 & A12 Group 27 Side Exterior
Manual A11 & A12 Table of Contents
Manual A11 & A12 Group 32 Accessories
Manual A11 & A12 Group 28 Rear Exterior
Manual A11 & A12 Group 33 Tools
Manual A11 & A12 Group 29 Interior
Manual A11 & A12 Group 34 Weatherseal
Manual A11 & A12 Group 30 Electrical Body
Manual A11 & A12 Group 35 Decals & Paint
Manual A11 & A12 Group 31 Lock Package Body

1982, The last year for Checker production, perhaps the most important
document is on file, the 1982 Crossover Manual is available. Every major
Checker part is listed along with the corresponding third party manufacturers
numbers from companies like: Timken, Spicer or Delco. Most cross over
documents are source from Service Bulletins, we have that covered well.
Newsletters, well we have the most comprehensive library. Our archive not
only includes our own Facebook Checker Cab Newsletters but also the Checker
Car Club of America 1984-2015, the Big Apple Club and Andy Taylors Midwest
Checker newsletters.
If anybody tells you their Checker Cab Archive is bigger, don’t believe them.

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale March 2016
In Haverhill, Ma.
UNBELIEVABLE! 45 miles from
new! Ordered by Black and white
Cab in Arkansas and never put in
service. Truly brand new! New
paint (was faded). This Checker
was never put in service, sat as a
spare waiting and never got the
call. 6-cylinder engine, automatic
transmission. ALL the taxi options.
Completely restored all new fuel
system and mechanicals.
Price: $34,900 978-681-0370

888-460-7485

Published on autabuy.com
1979 Checker Marathon A11 4 Door
Sedan- 88000 Original Miles- Cream
Colored 4 Door Hardtop- One OwnerAll Original- Tan Interior- Clear Title.
Fully equipped with all options for
optimum performance and comfort
Nothing has been done mechanically or
cosmetically to compromise integrity of
originality Always maintained
meticulously on schedule with nothing
but premium fluids parts and service
every

888-460-7485
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Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale March 2016
982 Checker Winkoff
Model A12
Very rare & LIKE NEW!
Chevy 267 V8
engine.Perfect exterior
and interior. 70,000
miles.
$22,250

978-681-0370

Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company yOn-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and
overseas. Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva
projects - new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully
informative captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the
classic Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in
demand by film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the
history of the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and
private car variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street
images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Newsletter End Featured Checker: 1964 Checker Marathon
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